
 

Preparing for Sunday:  
1. Make sure you are teaching the right lesson: Jesus, The Model of a Disciple, 

Part 2 
a. Tip: Utilize “safe” groups (masks and distance). 
b. Tip: Use the application to return to the four chairs.  

2. Ice Breaker Idea:  
a.  

Sunday’s Announcements: 
1. Stewardship Month  

 They should’ve received a commitment card in the mail this week. 
Bring yours and explain it again to the people.  

 Encourage the people to be here for these important Sundays in 
January.  

 Instead of one Sunday (Chest of Joash), they can bring their cards to 
turn in any Sunday over these next few weeks. There will be a time in 
each AM service for them to come forward if they brought it with 
them.   

2. Preacher’s new series: The Great Reset 
 Continue in tonight’s service 
 How do the events in 2021 fit in with Biblical prophecy?  

3. Use the Preacher’s new series to discuss the importance of Sunday evening 
services. Why do we still have one? Here are some reasons to discuss:  
 We are commanded to assemble and to exhort on another “so much 

more” (Heb. 10:25).  
 We cannot do what we do not know. If church attendance was just 

an item to check off the list then 1 hour a week would do. But it isn’t. 
We need to hear the Word of God preached and taught how to apply 
it to life. One service a week is not enough to counter the exposure 
to the world we each have throughout the rest of the week.  

 Sunday PM is a unique preaching time tailored for Christians (2 Tim. 
4:2).  

 Revival has not come to a group of people with less emphasis on 
gathering for the preaching of the Word and prayer (Rev. 3:15-17). 
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